AHP has been widely used in various real world applications. Numerous decision making process involves the use of pair-wise comparison matrix of AHP, and consistency ration is the most key issue related with AHP. In this research work, Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm is employed to reduce the consistency ratio of decision making process Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP). The aim of proposed method is to reduce the CR. Consistency evaluation of AHP have been studied in literature since from 70's. The reported methods are quite complicated and difficult. Many methods could not maintain the original judgment provided by domain expert. We have presented a very simple and yet effective method to minimize of consistency ratio (almost zero) which will also preserves the domain expert's opinion. The robustness of proposed method is presented by applying it to real world case study. The experimentation shows that the proposed method is efficient and accurate to satisfy the consistency requirements of AHP.
Introduction
Various MCDM -Multi Criteria Decision Making techniques have been suggested and implemented in literature over pass three decades and for the adoption of weights most of these techniques used pair-wise comparison matrix which is reported (Saaty 2003) . MCDM is a finite alternative selection problem based on given attributes. The significance of attributes in the decision making process was first incorporated by Saaty in Analytical Hierarchy Processing (AHP) to resolve the factors like quantitative and qualitative for decision makers. Analytical hierarchy processing has been applied widely on various cases studies and numerous applications. Pair wise comparison matrix in AHP is generally expressed on 1 to 9 scale by the decision makers, this decision making process is based on makers expertise and experience. Inconsistency in judgment and hence in pair-wise comparison matrix of AHP is most important issue to address. Consistency is also difficult to achieve when large numbers of attributes were considered. Even consistency can be raised due to limitations of experience and expertise. Revising the pair-wise comparison matrix and also to preserve the expertise judgment is challenging task and many existing approaches are very complicated and difficult to achieve it. Consistency Ratio (CR) is computed as CI/RI where CR is Consistency Index and RI is Random Index. Saaty Suggested that, CR < 0.1 is acceptable for the decision making process but practically it is very complicated process to achieve the CR while preserving judgment. There are two mechanisms by which inconsistent pair wise matrices can be made consistent: (1) The domain expert or decision maker can modify or reassess the matrix, however this approach is very time consuming. (2) To get the optimal matrix values by either statistical approach or by optimization. This approach has taken attention of many researchers to modify the inconsistent pair-wise comparison matrix. Researchers are using intelligent methods or techniques to modify the pair-wise matrix and to reduce the consistency ratio. Lin et al., 2008 has used genetic algorithm to obtain the consistent matrices. To solve the problem of inconsistent comparison, PSO and Taguchi method was applied (Yang et. al., 2012) . Taguchi is applied to reduce the number of experiments required for PSO. Ant colony optimization (ACO) approach has implemented to solve inconsistency problem. ACO is used to enhance the minimal deviation matrix and to enhance the minimal consistent ratio (Girsang et al., 2014) . Teaching Learning Based Optimization is used to tune the elements of pair-wise comparison matrix and two real world case studies from literature. In this research work, a simple and efficient mechanism is proposed to tune the parameters of pair-wise matrix of AHP.
Proposed Approach
In this research work Particle Swarm Optimization is modelled is used to tune the elements of pair-wise comparison matrix. The Aim is to reduce the CR Copyright © 2018 Helix ISSN 2319 -5592 (Online) while preserving the domain expert's opinion in decision making process.
Step 1: Problem definition formulation, selection of alternatives based on attributes: The decision table, given in Table I , shows alternatives, Ai (for i = 1, 2, . . . , n), attributes, Yj (for j = 1, 2, . . . , m), weights of attributes, wj (for j = 1, 2, . . . , m) and the measures of performance of alternatives, Xij (for i = 1, 2, . . . , n; j = 1, 2, . . . , m). The problem is to choose the given alternative based on provided attributes.
Step 2. Preparation of normalized decision matrix: There are two types of attributes, beneficiary and non-beneficiary. Beneficiary attributes means higher value is expected (example, Efficiency, Throughput etc) and non-beneficiary attribute means lower values is desired (example, cost, error etc). The normalization is carried out for an attributes by keeping desired value as 1 and rest values are made less than 1.
Step 3. Pair-wise matrix preparation of AHP: Saaty suggested 1 to 9 scale of relative importance, wherein attributes can be compared among themselves on scale of 1, 3, 5, 7, and 9 are corresponds to judgments 'equal important', 'moderately important', 'strongly important', 'very strongly important' and 'absolutely important' respectively. 2, 4, 6, and 8 are utilized when there is compromise between the above mentioned values
Step 4: Variable identification for PSO: The elements of matrix are chosen in a way that the minimum numbers of variables are selected for PSO and also the expert judgement is preserved.
Step 5: Deciding bounds of variables for PSO: With assumption that, expert also can make minor wrong judgement which may result in max 10% of error in decision making process. To get the lower bound, it is current decision value -1 and to get upper bound / limit its current decision value + 1.
Step 6: Apply PSO to minimize consistency ratio Let TM x M be the comparison matrix prepared in step 3 and [UB] and [LB] be the array of upper and lower bound respectively for the identified variables and [X] is array of variables. PSO algorithm is applied to minimize the consistency ratio by tuning the identified variables within specified bound. Goal is to obtain the optimal comparison matrix OTM x M from TM x M by using PSO. Algorithm is as follows:
Step 7: Compute the consistency ration of optimal comparison matrix. Let OTM x M be the optimal matrix obtained by PSO.
Step 8: Compute the score of every alternative, which is summation of multiplication of weights and normalized data.
where (Cij)normal represents the normalized value of Cij, wj is the weight obtained correspond to the A2 matrix from step 7 and Pi is the overall or composite score of the alternative Ai.
Result and Discussion
Case study: Flexible Manufacturing Systems Evaluation: Flexible Manufacturing System (FMS) is capable of processing a wide variety of several parts parallel at several work places and it is composed of several processing work stations, usually connected by automated storage and material handling systems. Several attributes has influence in FMS and these attributes are: floor space required, cost involved, throughput time, labor requirement, setup cost, product-mix flexibility, routing, risk, utilization rate, payback period, volume flexibility, etc. To address issue of justification and computation of FMS, several mathematical and modeling methods has been proposed. A decision model using DEA for the evaluation of FMS is presented (Sarkis 1999) . A distance-based fuzzy MCDM approach for the evaluation of FMS is presented and this method is Copyright © 2018 Helix ISSN 2319 -5592 (Online) similar to TOPSIS method (Karsak 2002 ). An AHP is used to implement FMS in tractor manufacturing plant (Bayazit 2005 Step 2: Data normalization: Values belongs to different domain of units are normalized in the range of 0 to 1. Here RLC, RWP, RSC, IMR and IQ are beneficial attributes, whereas CMC and FSU are the non-beneficiary attributes. The values for these attributes are normalized and are presented in Table IV . 
TABLE IV. Data of Attributes (Normalized) of FMS Problem
Step 3: Next step is to decide the relative importance by saaty's scale. Here every attribute is compared with others and judgements are to be decided by domain expert.
Step 4: Decision of variable for PSO: Step 7 
Conclusion
In this research work, a simple and efficient mechanism is proposed based on particle swarm optimization to tune the parameters of pair-wise comparison matrix of AHP. In this research work, PSO has been applied to reduce the consistency ration of Analytical hierarchy processing and robustness of proposed method is presented with case study. The other intelligent algorithm also might be used to solve this problem. evaluation of flexible manufacturing systems in the presence of both cardinal and ordinal factors. 
